
Video Clip #1
How would you like
to name this clip?

Which tape is this
clip on?

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:

Video Clip (Example)
How would you like
to name this clip?

Johnny’s First Steps

Which tape is this
clip on?

2002 Baby Video

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

00:14:23

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

Baby on living room floor,
leaning on coffee table.

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

00:29:15

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:

Baby in mother’s arms.

Tape to DVD Transfer
Order Form

Additional Instructions on the Back

2 YOUR CLIPS:
If you only have one Video Clip from a single tape for your DVD, just fill in the information in the box below
labeled “Video Clip #1” and you’re all set.  If you would like to combine several different clips that are scattered
on one or more tapes into one DVD, then please fill out the relevant information for each clip using the
additional Video Clip boxes on the back of this form.  Be sure to measure where the clip starts and ends from
the beginning of the tape using the “Hours:Minutes:Seconds” format if possible.

3 Base Price $15.50

Extra Video Clips x $3.00 =

Extra Copies of the finished DVD (includes DVD case and cover) x $5.50=

Other:

(In Idaho) 6% Sales Tax

Return Shipping & Handling via Fedex Ground $5.00

Total

YOUR TOTAL:

1 YOUR INFO:
Name:                                                                                                Phone:

Address:                                                                                   Email:

City:                                                               State:                                         Zip:

I agree that no copyright infringements will take place as a result of my order.  I understand that every effort will be
made to return my materials to me in the same condition they were submitted, but agree not to hold 83318.com or
any agent liable for the loss or damage of my materials.

Signature: Date:

YOUR AGREEMENT:4

208-678-5646

Call Mon thru Fri - 10am to 6pm

1811 Almo Ave
Burley, ID 83318
www.83318.com



Video Clip #3
How would you like
to name this clip?

Which tape is this
clip on?

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:

Tape to DVD Transfer
Worksheet for Additional Video Clips

Use the following worksheet to add additional Video Clips to your DVD project.

Additional Instructions

Make sure you rewind and label your tapes.  Generally, you can drop your order off between 9am and 9pm,
Monday through Saturday.  Give us a quick call first, in case we are momentarily out.   Most of the time, we are
able to have your order ready to be picked up or shipped within 3 days.  If you are shipping your materials, pack
them carefully and insure them against lose or damage.

Please call if you have special needs, such as custom DVD menus, scene transitions, effects, slide-shows, etc.
Custom projects are billed at an hourly rate, plus the cost of materials.  Call 208-678-JOHN (5646) for more info.

Video Clip #2
How would you like
to name this clip?

Which tape is this
clip on?

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:

Video Clip #4
How would you like
to name this clip?

Which tape is this
clip on?

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:

Video Clip #5
How would you like
to name this clip?

Which tape is this
clip on?

When does the clip
start (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip starts:

When does the clip
end (HH:MM:SS)
on the tape?

Briefly describe
how the clip ends:


